AN ODOUR OF SANCTITY
Three of these four fine chambers were in a horrid
disorder such as we might have expected the rogues to
leave, and a trunk of Hubert's was missing, which
went to suggest that Bugle and Bunch were gone.
Here, for the first time, we were to learn for certain
the strength of the gang, for four beds had been in
service, though only three rooms had been, used,
two of the ruffians enjoying a double room.
So much was straightforward, but when we left the
main landing our troubles began. Doors were locked
and archways were hung with curtains, stairs ran both
up and down and lobbies led all ways at once: as for
the passages, these might have belonged to some maze,
and we were all astonished to find the castle so big.
Though we did the best we could, it was plain that
Olivia was right and that if there was anyone here
that proposed to give us the slip, we should be lucky
indeed if we ran him down.
Our way was presently blocked by a door on a
curling stair which promised to lead to the passage
in which was the postern door. I, therefore, left the
others, to try and make my way round to its opposite
side, and was nearing the principal staircase when
I almost ran into Olivia, finger to lip.
" I was coining to find you/J she breathed. " There's
somebody here/1
Flat on the carpet, I peered through the stone
balustrade, listening to the sound of somebody creeping
below me towards the hall. He was using the utmost
caution, but he was treading stone and his leather
soles betrayed him each step he took.
Olivia was gone for the others, and I was alone.
By my side lay my pistol, before me the pierced
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